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Famous Companies on BitcoinWide that Started
Accepting Bitcoin in Salvador
With the help of BitcoinWide, Salvador residents and tourists can easily locate famous chains

that accept Bitcoin payments, such as McDonald's, Starbucks, Pizza Hut, and many more. These

establishments are already listed on the BitcoinWide website with their respective maps,

showing their exact locations. For convenience purposes, phone numbers, physical addresses,

and website links for each business are available when you search for your desired store.
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What is BitcoinWide?

BitcoinWide is the Bitcoin directory for businesses and individuals accepting Bitcoin and other

crypto payments. It lists companies that accept Bitcoin payments, making it easier for Bitcoin

users to find their favorite restaurants, hotels, groceries, shops, and other establishments in one

place.

BitcoinWide also offers live crypto rates for crypto users. BitcoinWide Rates provide live Bitcoin

and altcoins exchange rates across 6625 directions on 124 private exchanges, exchange

markets, and trading platforms. 

Besides, they offer live cryptocurrency market data of 76 spot crypto exchanges worldwide. Find

and compare crypto exchanges and cryptocurrency markets by rates, liquidity, volume, feels,

and trading pairs. Furthermore, you can use the "Liquid Rate" option to get a live rate for an

instant trade with your desired amount by the current order book offers.

Famous Companies on BitcoinWide that Started Accepting Bitcoin in
Salvador
And now we would like to announce some of the most famous companies on BitcoinWide that

have started to accept Bitcoin payments in Salvador:

McDonald's



Starbucks

Pizza Hut

And many more.

You can find these and other famous companies on BitcoinWide by searching the brand name

or the map of your location.

Apart from the search bar, BitcoinWide contains maps showing the physical locations of Bitcoin

ATMs, grocery stores, restaurants, hotels, and companies accepting crypto payments tagged as

Bitcoin-friendly. In this way, Bitcoin users can easily locate their favorite restaurants, shops,

and hotels near them or in their destinations.

Find Bitcoin-Friendly Businesses with the Click of a Button
BitcoinWide has been designed so that BTC holders can easily find crypto-friendly businesses to

spend their holdings. The platform further provides users with a map on which Bitcoin-

accepting businesses have been marked.

BitcoinWide is useful for residents of Salvador because it allows them to find Bitcoin-friendly

establishments in their localities and helps avoid time-wasting when searching for a Bitcoin

ATM or restaurant while traveling.

Conclusion
BitcoinWide is designed to provide Bitcoin users with the easiest way to find Bitcoin-friendly

businesses like Bitcoin ATMs, hotels and restaurants, grocery stores, crypto exchanges, and

events around the world whenever they need them most. McDonald's, Starbucks, and Pizza Hut

are some of the latest famous companies on BitcoinWide accepting Bitcoin in Salvador.
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ABOUT BITCOINWIDE

BitcoinWide is a global, open, and free platform to search for businesses, organizations, or individuals who
accept Bitcoin and other Cryptocurrency.

Anyone who accepts cryptocurrency may present themselves globally and confirm their authenticity through
BitcoinWide’s platform to improve their reputation by creating a profile.

BitcoinWide is always looking for new ways to help individuals and businesses take advantage

of cryptocurrency. They are always updating information and adding features to make it easier

than ever before to buy, sell, or spend your Bitcoins in a wide variety of locations worldwide. If

you want to have your business listed on BitcoinWide so customers can easily find you, fill out

this form today!
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